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RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, BILASPUR
भारर्त सरकार : रे ऱ मंत्राऱय
Govt.of India (Ministry of Railways)
Phone:07752-417742, Fax: 07752-403197

No. RRB/BSP/01-2019/NTPC/DV-2/673

Dated: 16.11.2022

CENTRALISED EMPLOYMENT NOTICE No. 01/2019
NTPC (GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE)
Second list of Candidates shortlisted for Document Verification
for Level-6 posts
1.0

In continuation to the notice dated 07.09.2022 and 27.09.2022 for various categories
of CEN No. 01/2019 NTPC (Graduate and Under Graduate), the following
candidate(s) have been shortlisted for 2nd round of document verification for
Category No 2 Post - Station Master of Level-6 :301191150311662

301192300139220

301194270239531

301191150368210

301192300187817

301194300030421

301191160260971

301193270175338

301195120140530

301191160262030

301194150350936

301195170020545

301191300012985

301194150359523

301195270141936

301191300021986

301194160218314

301195270380719

301191300329272

301194160286301

301195300112652

301192300074838

301194170253139

xxx

301192300114157

301194190371472

xxx

Total – Twenty Five ( 25 )
2.0

Above Roll Nos is in ascending order (not in order of merit) and have been
provisionally shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and medical examination
down from the merit list in order to fill the shortfall in empanelment of candidates for
the post of Station Master in Pay Level 6 due to absent, rejection, Unfit in A2
Medical Standard etc.

3.0

The document verification is scheduled on 28.11.2022 at Railway Recruitment Board,
Bilaspur and the reporting time for the shortlisted candidates will be 09:00 AM. The
shortlisted candidates will also be informed through official SMS/Email (provided in
their application) about the actual date and place of Document Verification.
Candidates can download the DV e-call letter from the official website of
RRB/Bilaspur (www.rrbbilaspur.gov.in) from 10 days prior to scheduled date of DV.

4.0

The candidates called for DV should produce all the original documents along with
two sets of XEROX copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e call letter issued
for Document Verification.
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5.0

Those candidates called for Document Verification may note that after completion of
DV, they will be sent for medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital
located in the jurisdiction of concerned RRB on the next day of the DV. The
candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days accordingly.
Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs. 24/- only. Accordingly,
candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical Examination.

6.0

The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and liable to be
cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/
deficiency/discrepancy detected in the information furnished by them in their online
application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice at any stage of the
recruitment process or thereafter.

7.0

It is to be noted that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate for Document
Verification/Medical examination does not entitle him/her in any way to an
appointment in the Railways.

8.0

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to
rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the
inability to entertain any correspondence on this account from the candidates.

Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of
getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in
the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is based on merit of
candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and
information.

Sd/-

Chairman/RRB/Bilaspur
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